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CURRENCY UNDER THE VIKINGS. PART 3:
IRELAND, WALES, ISLE OF MAN AND SCOTLAND IN THE NINTH
AND TENTH CENTURIES
MARK BLACKBURN

THE first two lectures in this series were concerned with the coinages struck in the independent Scandinavian kingdoms in England during the ninth and tenth centuries. Elsewhere
in the British Isles, the Scandinavian settlers did not strike their own coins before the end of
the tenth century, and where they used coins they were imported from other countries. It is
their occurrence and circulation that I want to address in this lecture.1

Historical background

The regions covered - Ireland, Wales, the Isle of Man, Scotland and, I would add, the coast
of Lancashire and Cumbria - are wide and geographically disparate, each with its own distinctive history and series of indigenous rulers. Yet they shared the experience of being raided,
and to some extent settled, by a common group of Scandinavian adventurers. Their arrival in
the West, by ship around the north of Scotland, broadly coincides with their first appearance
in eastern England. From 794 onwards a succession of raids is recorded on the Western Isles
and Irish coast, and no doubt the Northern Isles suffered too. 2 These raids continued as
hit-and-run ventures, never penetrating more than twenty miles inland in Ireland.
In the 830s the game seems to have changed. By setting up winter bases in the vicinity possibly on islands off the coast - the Scandinavians were able to stay longer, hit deeper into
the interior and take more captives for the slave trade. Their first raid on Armagh came in 832,
and more followed there and elsewhere. In 839 they put a fleet on Lough Neagh (in Ulster),
and to the dismay of locals in 841 it remained there through the winter.
In the same year annalists record longphorts (land bases fortified to protect their ships)
established on the coast at Annagassan and Dublin; another on the coast at Inter Dee (Co.
Wicklow) had been recorded in 8 3 6.3 Several more are mentioned in the Irish sources in the
840s, '50s and '60s, but none of these sites had been convincingly identified and archaeologically investigated until 2003, when works in advance of a new highway outside Waterford
turned up Viking remains. Rescue excavations revealed a spectacular site that had begun as a
classic D-shaped fortified enclosure against the River Suir. It seems to have developed into a
permanent settlement with a grid of roads lined with houses within the fortified enclosure, but
then it expanded into the surrounding land to form a town estimated to have had some four
thousand inhabitants; to put this in context, Birka (the main trading emporium in the Baltic)
is thought to have had less than one thousand inhabitants in its prime. By the mid-tenth century the town had moved down river some five miles to the present site of Waterford. This
1 This is a revised and extended version of the paper read at the Anniversary Meeting in November 2006. I wish to thank
Dr Kristin Bornholdt Collins for advice 011 Manx and Irishfinds, and Ian Agnew for drawing the four maps.
2 O Corrain 1995, 51-4, 56-9, 61-2. The idea promoted by Dolley (1965, 8-11; 1966, 15-18) that the British Isles could
be divided into two separate zones - the east and south coming under Danish influence, and the north and west influence
from Norway - is now seen as less clear-cut, and the preference among historians today is to refer to the raiders more neutrally as 'Scandinavians', and to those who settled and became integrated in Ireland as 'Hiberno-Scandinavians' rather than
'Hiberno-Norsemen'.
3 Bhreathnach 1998.
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settlement, known as Woodstown, has been described as the most important Viking discovery
in Europe for a century or more. 4
Woodstown shows how, in the second half of the ninth century, some of these fortified
bases were transformed into thriving permanent settlements. In Dublin the site of the original longphort has not been identified, but there is ninth-century evidence from several parts
of the city, including what appear to be farmsteads. 5 However, attempts by the Scandinavians
to expand their spheres of influence, and form their own extensive kingdoms, as in the
Danelaw, were met with stern resistance from the Irish. Not only was their expansion kept in
check, but in 902 the Vikings suffered such a major defeat that according to the annals they
were forced to abandon Dublin and flee, only returning in 917. The elite may have been absent
for fifteen years, but recent excavations at Temple Bar West show that there was continuity in
the occupation of houses there from the later ninth century through the tenth. On their
return, the Scandinavian kings built Dublin up into a thriving commercial and craft centre,
yet its territorial control never extended more than twenty miles or so from the town. 6
At the beginning of the Viking Age Scotland was ruled by three peoples: the Britons in
Strathclyde, the Scots (who had come over from the north of Ireland and introduced Gaelic)
occupying the Argyle area, and the Picts, who held most of the rest of the Highlands including many of the islands. 7 During the eighth century the Northumbrians had been gaining territory in southern Strathclyde. Viking raids in Scotland began in the mid-790s on Iona, the
greatest monastic house in northern Britain, but unrecorded attacks had probably already
been mounted on the Orkneys and Hebrides. The major difficulty in giving an account of
Viking movements in Scotland is the lack of contemporary sources, but it is likely that from
the 830s, as in Ireland, they penetrated the Scottish mainland too. In 839 a major battle in
Fortriu (an area around Sterling and Perthshire) resulted in heavy losses for the Picts, as did
another there in 866. In 870, Olaf and Ivar laid siege to Dumbarton for four months, capturing and destroying it, before returning to Dublin with a 'huge prey of English, Britons and
Picts whom they brought to Ireland in captivity', presumably for the slave trade. But the evidence of place-names and archaeology suggests that the Scandinavians rarely settled on the
mainland, preferring the convenience of access in the Northern and Western Isles.
In Wales, as in Ireland, there was a plethora of greater and lesser kingdoms. Wales seems
to have avoided the initial wave of Viking raids in the late eighth and early ninth centuries. 8
The earliest recorded raid is in 851, but then they become a fairly regular event, intensifying in the tenth century. In 878 the Scandinavians over-wintered in Dyfed, though whether
they established fortified bases is unknown. The most eloquent evidence for Scandinavian
settlement comes from place-names. Along the southern coast, from Fishguard to the
mouth of the Severn, there are some fifty Scandinavian names, more than on the whole Irish
coastline. And now, at last, there is substantial archaeological evidence for Viking settlement
- a dramatic discovery, initiated by metal-detector users finding coins, which led to excavations under the direction of Mark Redknap of the National Museum of Wales. This site, at
Llanbedrgoch on the coast of Anglesey, has both a pre-Viking phase, which has yielded
amongst other things a coin of Offa's queen, Cynethryth, and a Scandinavian phase, with
evidence of craft working and artefacts that include a pendant whetstone, ring-pins, buckles, weights, hacksilver and a hoard of nine Anglo-Saxon and Carolingian coins deposited
around 850 and several single-finds of coins. 9
The Isle of Man, poised in the middle of the Irish Sea, had a rich Scandinavian culture by
the later tenth and eleventh centuries, with distinctive stone monuments and burials. There
are no documentary sources for the Vikings on Man until the late eleventh century, but hisDownham 2004.
Johnson 2004, 14-20.
Clarke 2002.
For the general history of Viking-Age Scotland, see O Corrain 1995, 54-9; O Corrain 1997; Graham-Campbell and Batey
1998.
8 On the Vikings in Wales see O Corrain 1995, 59-63; Graham-Campbell 1998, 122-5; Redknap 2000; Etchingham 2001.
9 Graham-Campbell 1998, 122-5; Redknap 2000; Besly 2006; 715-17.
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torians have traditionally assumed the settlement to have occurred in the mid-ninth century.
Some years ago James Graham-Campbell, reviewing the archaeological evidence, argued that
it was not until after c. 900,10 while Kristin Bornholdt Collins, has suggested that it may have
been even later, during the second quarter of the tenth century.11
There is, then, a real paucity of written evidence for the Scandinavian presence in these
regions, and the archaeological and numismatic evidence is of great importance. Among the
questions I would like to address in this paper are when did coinage first appear in these
regions, when did the Vikings start using it, what was its extent and function and how did it
relate to the use of silver bullion?

Previous literature

The regions considered in this paper have normally been studied separately, both in terms of
their finds and the interpretation of them. A notable exception is Michael Dolley's masterly
survey in a chapter entitled 'The Setting' in his Sylloge of the Hiberno-Norse Coins in the
British Museum, which draws together the find evidence not just from Ireland but from the
whole of the British Isles.12 Michael Metcalf has looked at the monetary circulation around
the Irish Sea, considering the finds from all the surrounding areas.13 The 'Provisional listing
of Viking-Age coin-hoards' that accompanied Dolley's chapter was up-dated by Hugh Pagan
and myself in 1986, and is now maintained in an extended form as a web resource. 14 It has
corrected many entries in Thompson's 1956 Inventory of British Coin Hoards, which remains
useful for its greater detail, providing the information is checked before reliance is placed on it.
Considerable work reconstructing the Irish Viking-Age coin hoards was undertaken by
Dolley in the 1960s,15 and Richard Hall's 1974 listing of Irish finds, prepared under Dolley's
supervision, is useful in providing a reliable synopsis in the fuller 'inventory' format. 16
Subsequently, Michael Kenny was efficient in publishing a number of new hoards, although
pressure from other duties resulting from his promotion within the National Museum of
Ireland has meant that several recent hoards are awaiting publication. However, this should
be resolved with the appearance of the Sylloge of Viking-Age coins in the National Museum
of Ireland currently being prepared by Kristin Bornholdt Collins.
The single-find evidence from Ireland has not been systematically studied in recent years.
Some finds were cited in Dolley's 1966 survey and those known by 1974 were listed in Hall's
inventory. By far the largest and most significant group are the finds from various archaeological excavations in Dublin. Dolley had seen and provided reports on virtually all the
ninety-two coins of the ninth to mid-twelfth centuries that had been found before his death
in 1983, and a publication of these based on his reports is still planned in the excavation
series. Fortunately, Patrick Wallace has summarised them in his contribution to Dolley's
memorial volume. 17 Subsequent excavation finds have not been so well coordinated, but
Bornholdt Collins will be tracing them for inclusion in the Dublin Sylloge. Since 1987 the laws
relating to metal detecting in Southern Ireland have been greatly strengthened, and it is now
an offence to use a detector to look for archaeological material anywhere without a licence,
and all archaeological objects belong to the state. This has undoubtedly resulted in far fewer
detectors being used than in the United Kingdom, where the law is more permissive, but it
has not stopped the practice entirely, although any finds are now rarely reported or published
in Eire. Occasionally, however, some information about illicit Irish finds does emerge via the
Graham-Campbelli998, 116-20.
Bornholdt Collins 2003, 20, 145-7, 149-50.
Dolley 1966, 9-54.
Metcalf 1992.
Blackburn and Pagan 1986; 'Checklist of Coin Hoards from the British Isles, 450-1180' on-line via
www.medievalcoins.org. The forerunner of Dolley's 1966 listing was a 'Summary listing of coin-hoards from Ireland, c.825-1175'
in Dolley and Ingold 1961, 261-5.
15 For a bibliography of Michael Dolley, indexed by subject, see Thompson 1986.
16 Hall 1974.
17 Wallace 1986, 208-13.
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informal reporting network in the UK, and one is then faced with the moral dilemma whether
to record such information, without condoning the presumably illegal act of searching, or to
ignore the finds. A group of such finds from near Dublin is published here in Appendix 3. In
Appendix 2 there are listed all the single-finds from Ireland down to 1000 that I am aware
of. The effect of the legislation can be seen here, for the proportion of archaeological and
older finds to metal-detector finds is far higher in Ireland than England, rendering any close
comparison between the two groups of data inadvisable.
The ornamental and other metalwork in the Irish hoards has been extensively studied in
recent years, particularly by James Graham-Campbell and John Sheehan. 18 Their classification of the finds and studies of the regional distribution has a direct bearing on considerations of coin use in Viking-Age Ireland. Two seminal papers on this, demonstrating that many
of the hoards were Irish rather than Scandinavian deposits, were published by Kenny and
Gerriets. 19
Welsh finds are relatively few, and, besides Dolley's remarks, they have been reviewed by
David Dykes and recently by Edward Besly, both with listings of the known hoards and single-finds.20 George Boon's admirable publication of three hoards falling outside our period
included in an appendix a re-publication of the tenth-century Bangor hoard and a hoard of
silver arm-rings from Anglesey.21 The finds from the Isle of Man are the most thoroughly
studied of all those in the British Isles, initially by Dolley and Graham-Campbell in the 1970s
and early 1980s, work which Bornholdt Collins built upon and extended in her PhD dissertation, which includes a systematic reassessment and survey of all the Viking-Age hoards and
single-finds.22 In due course, this will result in a Sylloge of the coins in the Manx Museum and
an analytical monograph. The hoards from north-west England were considered as a distinct
group in Dolley's survey of 1966. The extensive finds of Northumbrian sceattas and stycas
have been well published by Elizabeth Pirie,23 and the seminal Viking hoard from Cuerdale,
Lanes., has been the focus of many publications since its discovery in 1840, but mention
should particularly be made of the collection of papers given to a conference on the hoard's
150th anniversary, 24 and of the definitive British Museum Catalogue of the ornamental metalwork and ingots in preparation by Graham-Campbell. The Scottish coin hoards were
reconstructed to a considerable extent by Stevenson in his publication of the Edinburgh
Sylloge, while the non-numismatic element has been the subject of a superb catalogue and
study by Graham-Campbell, which included some discussion of the coinage element as
well.25 The Scottish single-finds, although scarce, have recently been reviewed by Gareth
Williams, drawing in part on earlier listings by Bateson and Holmes, in particular. 26

The use of coinage in the ninth century

The conventional view is that the northern and western regions of the British Isles into which
the Scandinavians came were without either native or imported coinage, and that the Vikings
introduced a version of the bullion economy with which they were familiar in Scandinavia,
based on a mixture of silver ornaments and ingots, often fragmented, and imported silver
coins.27 This view requires some qualification. There is evidence for the earlier presence of
coinage in certain localities, most obviously in parts of the Cumbrian coast and Strathclyde
which were under Northumbrian control during the later eighth and first half of the ninth
See particularly Graham-Campbell 1976, 1989, 1998; Sheehan 1998, 2001a, 2001b, 2005.
Kenny 1987; Gerriets 1985b.
Dolley 1966; Dykes 1976; Besly 2006.
Boon 1986, 92-102.
Dolley 1975, 1976a, 1976b; Graham-Campbell 1983; Bornholdt Collins 2003.
Pirie 2000.
Graham-Campbell 1992.
Stevenson 1966; Graham-Campbell 1995 (with a discussion of the coin elements by Metcalf, 16-25, and a listing of
single-finds by Bateson, 86-8,; Graham-Campbell 2005.
26 Williams 2006.
27 Dolley 1966, 23-5.
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centuries. The prolific coin finds from Carlisle and Whithorn, mainly of Northumbrian sceattas and stycas, are evidence of this,28 but there are also stray finds from the region too. The
silver penny of Cynethryth, struck c. 780-92, found at Llanbedrgoch on Anglesey, is certainly
exceptional, but it shows that coinage was not unknown in Wales before the arrival of the
Scandinavians.
In Ireland there are also hints of the presence of coinage among the indigenous Irish before
the Vikings settled. The finds commence with two Merovingian tremisses of the seventh century, found at Trim (Co. Meath) and Maryborough (Co. Laois) (Fig. 1 and Appendix 2).
Metcalf has observed that they are both from mints in the Loire region (Beaufay and Le
Mans, both dep. Sarthe), and suggest direct contact with that part of France, rather than
England. 29 There are no finds of sceattas from Ireland on record, but from Offa's reign there
are no less than four single-finds plus a pair of coins: the single-finds are from Rathdowney
(Co. Laois), Armagh, Londonderry and near Dublin; and the pair of coins of Offa were
found in 1848 near Dundalk (Co. Louth), with no information as to whether they were associated or separate finds, but the former seems likely. It is interesting that seven of these eight
early coins were found in the nineteenth century, and the one that is a recent find was not
reported through official channels.
These six coins of Offa form a discrete chronological group, for the next Anglo-Saxon
single-finds from Ireland are one of Ecgbert of Wessex from the 830s, and three of Burgred
and Alfred of the later 860s, '70s and '80s. The absence of coins of the earlier ninth century
is telling and it would appear that the Offa coins were probably brought to Ireland in the late
eighth century, and while in theory they could have been left by the earliest Viking raiders,
this idea is dispelled when one looks at where they were found, for two of them (Rathdowney
and Armagh) were well inland, beyond the reach of the Vikings in the first thirty years of
Single-Finds
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Fig. 1. Map of finds from Ireland, 600-850.
28 Pirie 1997: Pirie 2000. 49, 73-8 (incl. Carlisle, 61 coins, and Whithorn, 66 coins).
29 Metcalf 1992, 91-2.
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raiding. If these finds are evidence for the presence of some coinage among the Irish in the
late eighth or early ninth century, the same may be true of the penny of Ecgbert, found in
1995 in excavations on the Early Christian dun at Dunamase also in Co. Laois. 30 This was a
regional secular power-base that was raided by the Vikings in 845, and while the coin might
have fallen from the purse of a Scandinavian attacker on that occasion, it is more likely to
have been a casual loss over a longer period by one of the resident Irish elite.

Ninth-century hoards

The series of Irish coin hoards begins at just this period, with the hoard from Delgany - over
115 coins from southern England and one Papal coin, the latest issue being one of Ecgbert,
giving a terminus post quern of c.828. It was the subject of a scholarly paper in BNJ by two
youthful schoolboys, Hugh Pagan and Nicholas Rhodes, in 1962. The hoard has no
Scandinavian traits, but looks like a typical parcel of coins taken from circulation in southern England c. 830.31 Doubt had been expressed whether it had been found in Ireland at all,
but Pagan and Rhodes argued cogently that it had been. Against the background of these few
pre-Viking single-finds, the Delgany hoard looks more plausible as the property of an indigenous resident, albeit that its deposition and failure to be recovered could have been prompted
by a violent coastal attack by the Vikings.
The coin hoards are, indeed, the most important source of evidence for the use of coinage
in these regions during the Viking Age. There are one hundred and eight coin hoards of the
ninth and tenth centuries recorded from these regions (Fig. 2 and Appendix 1): fifty-nine from
Ireland, nineteen from Scotland, seven from Wales, eight from Man and fifteen from northwest England. In addition there are many 'coinless hoards' of ornamental metalwork and

25

Fig. 2. Hoards from Ireland, Wales, Scotland, Man and north-west England, 750-1100.
30 Hodgkinson 2003.
31 The inclusion of a continental coin is not inconsistent with an English origin, for they make up a small element among

single-finds from southern England at this period, e.g. the denier of Pope Stephen IV (816-17) found near East Dean, Sussex in
2003, subsequently donated to the Fitzwilliam Museum. The London (Middle Temple), Dorking and Trewhiddle hoards each
contained at least one Carolingian coin.
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ingots which, as the work of Graham-Campbell and Sheehan has shown, form an important
element of the precious metal economy. 32
Ninth-century hoards are rare: from all our regions they total a mere fourteen. They have
deposit dates lying between c.830 and c.875 and bunching in the mid-ninth century. We have
already discussed the possibility of the Delgany hoard of c.830 being a local Irish deposit,
and a number of other hoards have been associated not with the Scandinavians but with
indigenous people. Some of the early Scottish finds Graham-Campbell has identified as Scots
or Pictish hoards: Paisley, Talnotrie (both with Northumbrian stycas) and Croy.33 This latter
hoard forms a discrete group with some single-finds of the eighth and ninth centuries from
an area around the Moray Firth, west of Inverness: a Porcupine sceat found at a monastic site
at Tarbat to the north of the Moray Firth, 34 an imitative Carolingian gold solidus and a styca
from Elgin and a pierced Alfred Lunettes coin from the Pictish fort at Burghead. 35 While some
of these coins might have reached the Picts through Viking intervention, they appear to be
indigenous deposits or losses. Equally, the four hoards of Northumbrian stycas from northwest England - from Grange, Grange-over-Sands, Lancaster and Kirkoswald (Appendix 1,
nos 4, 5, 7 and 11) - appear to reflect the Northumbrian presence in north-west England and
Strathclyde, even if Viking activity there could in some cases have prompted their deposit and
non-recovery.
Setting these aside, we are left with only six coin hoards of the ninth century from all
regions that appear to have been put down by Scandinavians. Two are grave finds: Cushendall
(Co. Antrim), with two Anglo-Saxon pennies of the 840s, and Colonsay (Kiloran Bay), with
three Northumbrian stycas of the mid-ninth century that had been pierced for adaptation to
some other use and other metalwork from a boat burial that has been dated to the later ninth
or early tenth century. 36 One is an unprovenanced group of the 870s from Ireland, comprising
seven Lunettes pennies of Burgred, ^Ethelred I and Alfred.
The other three small hoards, two from Wales and one from Ireland, are interesting, for
they were each deposited c.850 and contain some Carolingian deniers from the mint of Melle
of Louis the Pious, Charles the Bald or Pepin II. Mullaghboden (Co. Kildare) comprised just
Carolingian issues, of which at leastfive of the eleven recorded coins were from Melle. Pennard
(Glamorgan) contained one Anglo-Saxon coin of Ecgbert of Wessex and two Carolingian
deniers, of which one was from Melle, while the recent hoard from Llanbedrgoch (Anglesey)
comprises eight Carolingian coins (two Louis the Pious, Temple type, one Pepin II of Melle
and five Charles the Bald of Melle) and one Anglo-Saxon penny of Archbishop Wulfred
(805-32). 37 A single-find of a Pepin II denier of Melle from Caernarfon and a slightly later
Charles the Bald, Melle denier in the National Museum of Ireland, which is unprovenanced
but probably an Irish find, add further to the evidence.38 The high proportion of coins of
Melle suggests there was direct contact between the Irish Sea and western France, though
whether as the product of Viking raids on Aquitaine, of which several are recorded in the
later 840s and 850s, or of trading, perhaps in slaves, is unclear.
From all our regions these six ninth-century hoards of Scandinavian character together
contain only thirty-three coins. The single-finds, as we shall see, add at most another twelve
coins that may have been Scandinavian losses of the ninth century (Ireland 4?, Wales 6,
Scotland 1, Man 1?). The total is not impressive, especially compared with the hoards and
single-finds of Scandinavian character from eastern England. Yet we should not necessarily
conclude that the use of coinage in the western and northern parts of the British Isles was
minimal. In eastern England the intensive use of metal-detectors over the last thirty years and
Graham-Campbell 1974, 1995, 1998; Sheehan 1998, 2001b, 2005.
Graham-Campbell 1995, 3-5.
Blackburn 1998.
Graham-Campbell 1995, 5, 86; Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998, 10.
Graham-Campbell 1995, 157.
Treasure Annual Report 2001, no. 205; Besly 2006, 715. H2.
Coin Register 1991 (BNJ 61), no. 117 (Caernarfon); and for information on the Dublin coin, which is pecked on both
faces, 1 am indebted to Kristin Bornholdt Collins.
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established systems for reporting finds will have resulted in a higher rate of recovery than elsewhere in the British Isles. The English evidence is also boosted by the fortunate discovery of
the site of the Viking winter camp of 872-73 at Torksey, from which we now have some one
hundred and fifty coins on record including sixty-three dirham fragments, 39 and another site
apparently of similar date and character in North Yorkshire. 40 Elsewhere around the northwest Atlantic, including Norway, Iceland, the Faeroes and Shetland, ninth-century coin finds
are rare, with the exception of the trading settlement at Kaupang, where over a hundred coins
have been found, the majority lost during the ninth century. 41 To date excavations in Dublin
have yielded only one ninth-century coin - a London Monogram penny of Alfred - but the
discovery and excavation of the right productive site there could transform our understanding of the use of coinage by the Irish Vikings in this early period. Likewise, it would be surprising if more extensive excavation and surveys of the Woodstown settlement did not bring
a marked increase on the single dirham fragment found so far.

Currency during the tenth century

The tenth-century hoards and single-finds are much more plentiful. They are best considered
region by region. The list of hoards in Appendix 1 goes down to the end of the tenth century,
but the histograms here in the text chart the eleventh-century finds as well in order to provide
a broader context.

Ireland

Of all the areas under consideration, Ireland is by far the most productive for both hoards
and single-finds of the tenth century. There arefifty-five coin hoards or mixed hoards of coins
and metalwork of the tenth century (Fig. 3), and at least fifty-two further hoards comprising
only precious-metal artefacts dated to the later ninth or tenth centuries. 42 The coins are a
valuable element for dating the hoards, but often they are only a minor constituent, as for
example in the Dysart Island (no. 4) hoard (dep. c. 907) in which the forty-five mainly fragmentary coins weighing 31.31 g represented 3.7% of the total 850g of silver in the hoard,
whilefive other hoards from the vicinity contained only ingots weighing a staggering 40.2 kg.43
Dolley was of the view that the Irish people did not use coins, and that hoards with coins had
been deposited by Scandinavians or Hiberno-Scandinavians, even where they appear to have
been found well away from Hiberno-Scandinavian settlements. 44 However, Gerriets and
Kenny demonstrated that many of the coin hoards were deposited in areas under the close
control of Irish kings and they were more likely to have been lost by local people than by raiding Scandinavians. 45 The coin hoards particularly cluster in the region adjoining Dublin, 46
which was the main route for the importation of coinage into Ireland, and the extensive use
of coinage there no doubt influenced its use in the neighbouring areas. As Gerriets points out,
coins may have been passed to the Irish in a number of ways, including tribute, gift exchange
and trading, 47 but the reason that they were not immediately melted down in this region is
probably because the people had had experience of observing or participating in trade with
Dublin.
39 Blackburn 2002, supplemented by finds recently recorded by Rachael Atherton on the Portable Antiquities Service website (www.finds.org.uk).
40 Information from Gareth Williams.
41 Blackburn 2005a; Blackburn forthcoming.
42 Sheehan 1998.
43 Ryan et al. 1984.
44 Dolley and Ingold 1961, 260. Although not stated as explicitly in Dolley 1966, 9-47, this account of the finds here has
the same inference.
45 Gerriets 1985b; Kenny 1987.
46 As demonstrated by Dolley and Lynn 1976.
4 ' Gerriets 1985b, 131-3.
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Fig. 3. Hoards from Ireland, 750-1100.

The case for the coin hoards in part charting the economic development of the Irish kingdoms is even stronger if one considers those silver hoards without coins. As already indicated,
these are just as numerous as the coin hoards, although in terms of weight of precious metal
they represent far greater wealth. Sheehan has mapped the distribution of coin hoards, coinless hoards and mixed hoards (Fig. 4), showing that the coinless hoards have a much wider
distribution embracing central Ireland, the north, the south and to some extent the west.48
The coin hoards are concentrated in the Midlands, where coinless hoards are virtually absent,
and the mixed hoards lie on the boundary between these two groups. The coinless hoards can
in turn be subdivided. 49 About half of these contain only complete ornaments, which are
mainly of Hiberno-Scandinavian origin such as decorated broad-band armrings. About a
sixth of the coinless hoards contain complete ingots, with or without whole ornaments, while
the remaining third contain hacksilver usually combined with whole ingots too. In terms of
function, the hacksilver hoards and ingot hoards can be regarded as representing the use of
silver in an economic role, even if the contents may also at some stage have changed ownership through some social or political means, such as a gift or tribute payment. It is the economic value of the silver that makes them desirable. The same may be true of many of the
hoards with only complete ornaments, for these often represented a way of storing and displaying one's wealth, even if the items were not in a form handy for immediate transactions.
They seem to represent a distinct tradition, as complete ornaments tend not to occur with
coins or hacksilver. These hoards are particularly to be found in the far west of Ireland, but
there is also considerable overlap with the distribution of ingot and hacksilver hoards. Even
if a family used silver in economic transactions, they appear often to have kept their display
ornaments separately. If the hoard had some ritual or votive function, only certain types of
ornament may have been appropriate.
Whilst it is now generally accepted that silver hoards were deposited both by Scandinavians
or Hiberno-Scandinavians and by native Irish people, the significance of this has barely been
explored. It remains very difficult to classify any particular hoard as Scandinavian or Irish
48 Sheehan 1998, 173-4; 2001b, 52-5.
49 Sheehan 2001a.
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based on its content, and any such assessment would often depend on assumptions made
about the location of the find or inferences from its archaeological context, if known. Yet the
potential is considerable, for if we could divide the hoards according to the origin of their owners this could enable us to study independent developments in the Hiberno-Scandinavian and
Irish economies - charting the availability and use of silver - as well as the interactions and
influences between the two. This is an important task for the future, and further collaboration
between archaeologists, numismatists and historians could bring significant rewards.
After the few hoards of the third quarter of the ninth century, the sequence of Irish coin
hoards resumes in the early tenth century. Some of these hoards are so vaguely recorded, or
the coins are such a small element, that estimated deposition dates cannot be precise, but
some contain groups of coins that will have left England during the period 902-17 when the
Scandinavian elite was ousted from Dublin. Dysart (no. 4) is a good example, for the coins
would have left England no later than c.910, though the hoard may have been put down rather
later. Interestingly, this and the five ingot hoards from around Lough Ennell are associated
with local Irish royal sites.50 Coins of Scandinavian York or the southern Danelaw are a regular
feature of the Irish hoards, reflecting the importance of the Danelaw to the economy of the Irish
Sea area generally, as much as contacts between Dublin and York. Proportions vary from hoard
to hoard, influenced in part by their date but also by the way in which they were assembled. Thus
in the Dysart (no. 4) hoard (dep. c.910) the ratio of Anglo-Saxon to Anglo-Scandinavian
coins was 1:16, while the proportion in the Leggagh hoard (dep. c.920) was 8:1, in the
Dunmore Cave (no. 1) hoard (dep. c.928) 3:4, in the Co. Dublin hoard (dep. c.935) 29:1 and
in the Killyon Manor hoard (c.955) 85:3. The influence of the Danelaw coinages was declining, but coins of the restored Scandinavian kingdom of York of 939-54 continue to feature
in the Irish hoards until the 960s, and, as we shall see, they also occur among the single-finds.

Pig. 4. Map of silver hoards of the ninth and tenth centuries from Ireland (after Sheehan 2001b, fig. 3).
so Ryan el al. 1984, 363^4.
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Islamic coins are also a common feature of the Irish hoards down to c.930, evidence of
continuing contact between the British Isles and Scandinavia where they were the standard
currency.51 But did they reach Ireland directly, or via Scotland or the northern Danelaw where
they are also found? In England their use seems to have come to an end when Athelstan took
over the York kingdom in 927,52 whereas they continued to arrive in Scotland until the midtenth century. 53 In Ireland the latest hoards containing Islamic coins are Glasnevin, Dunmore
Cave (no. 1) and Co. Kildare, each deposited around 930 and including one or two dirham
fragments, of which only one has been identified, an Abbasid coin of al-Mu'tamid (870-92).
Was the simultaneous demise of the dirham in England and Ireland linked, the dirhams having generally come via the Danelaw in company with the Anglo-Scandinavian coins, or did
Ireland receive some dirhams directly from Scandinavia or via the Scottish settlements? The
hoard evidence is really too weak to judge, but if the Drogheda and Co. Londonderry hoards
were dominated with dirhams as accounts imply, that would point to more direct imports
during the early tenth century, while the distinctive pattern of the Scottish hoards would suggest Ireland was not drawing heavily on the local currency there. Gareth Williams has recently
suggested that when estimating the probable date of deposit of a hoard a period of at least
ten to twelve years should be added to the latest dirham. 54 As a general rule where the number of coins is small this may not be unreasonable, but dirhams could travel faster than this
even from the mints of Central Asia. 55
From the mid-tenth century, although the hoards become more numerous in Ireland, there
is a change in their character. The average number of coins in each hoard increases, dominated by Anglo-Saxon issues and generally as whole coins rather than fragments. At the same
time the proportion of coin hoards that are known to have contained other metalwork (i.e.
mixed hoards) declines from 40% in the first half of the tenth century to 20% in the second
half. The coinless hoards are difficult to date at all closely, but c. 850-950 is seen as the period
when the greatest amounts of silver were imported and converted into the ornaments and
ingots that make up the coinless hoards. 56 If so, then there would have been a reduction after
the mid-tenth century, implying that even among the Irish there was a move away from the
use of bullion.
When considering the Danelaw, we saw how in the later ninth and early tenth centuries
there co-existed in parts of society both a bullion economy and a coin economy.57 The same
appears to be true in Ireland, for in Dublin and its small dependant territory Anglo-Saxon
coins seem to have been used as currency during the second half of the tenth century, well
before the Dubliners started producing their own coinage c.995. By the eleventh century there
would be a fully managed coin economy in Dublin, in which only the local HibernoScandinavian issues would circulate. In the later tenth century the acceptance of Anglo-Saxon
pennies was probably governed by economic pragmatism rather than laws, yet it appears to
have been effective. The six tenth-century hoards from Co. Dublin contain only Anglo-Saxon
coins and have no bullion element to them. Elsewhere in Ireland mixed hoards attest to the
continuation of a bullion economy. In a forthcoming paper, Bornholdt Collins uses the two
hoards from Dunmore Cave (Co. Kilkenny) to illustrate the changing economic practice: the
51 Although Islamic dirhams were present in ten of the thirteen hoards deposited between c.900 and c.935, most of them
are poorly recorded and indeed the large numbers said to have been present in the Drogheda and Co. Londonderry hoards were
dispersed or destroyed before any specialist had seen them. The nineteen dirham fragments from the Dysart (no. 4) hoard are
the only substantial group to have been studied and published: Ryan et al. 1984, 345-50 (report by N. Lowick).
52 The latest English hoard with Islamic coins is the Bossall/Flaxton hoard, deposited c. 927, with c.270 coins of which two
were Islamic dirhams; see most recently Graham-Campbell 2001, 212-17.
33 The latest Islamic coin in the Skaill (Orkney) hoard (dep. c. 950-70) is dated AH 334 (AD 945/6). In the Skye (Store
Rock) hoard (dep. c.940) the latest Islamic coin is after 932 (AH 32* = AD 932-). Dirhams from the Scottish hoards have been
well-preserved in the National Museums of Scotland and are published in Stevenson 1966.
54 Williams forthcoming.
55 Several insular hoards contain both dirhams and Anglo-Saxon coins where the difference in the terminus post quern of
the two elements is less than ten years. The clearest case is the Skye (Storr Rook) hoard which has nineteen dirhams ending with
one of AH 32* (AD 932-) and ninety-two Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Scandinavian pennies ending with the BC type of Athelstan
(924-37).
56 Graham-Campbell 1976, 52-3; Sheehan 1998, 171; 2001b, 54.
57 Blackburn 2005b, 35. See also Blackburn 2001. 134-5: Graham-Campbell 2001b.
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earlier of the hoards (dep. c.928) is a classic example of bullion, comprising a mixture of
Anglo-Saxon, Viking and Islamic coins, cut or broken into small pieces, and accompanied by
cut ingots and ornaments, while the second hoard (dep. c. 965) is itself a product of the dual
economy, comprising a group of nine whole coins, one cut half and five fragments, several of
them bent through being tested for fineness, together with pieces of bullion - cut silver ingots,
pieces of ornament and two ingots of copper-alloy. 58 She argues that the whole coins had
been used in counted transactions, while the bullion and fragments had been passed by
weight, showing how economic practice was evolving in the second half of the tenth century.
The single-finds from Ireland also suggest growth in the availability and use of coinage. Of
the forty-six finds recorded from before 1000, only four date firmly from the ninth century
(Appendix 2 and Table 1). The coins from sites outside Dublin broadly mirror the rate of deposition of hoards, peaking in the third quarter of the tenth century. Their distribution is geographically spread, with finds from the Midlands (Meath and Westmeath), the north
(Armagh), the south (Cork), and the west (Roscommon and Sligo), though with the heavy
dependence on excavation finds, this sample cannot be regarded as representative of general
coin use. The remarkable run of finds from Dublin, which continue strongly into the eleventh
and twelfth centuries,59 start effectively with coins of Athelstan (924-37). However, as the
hoards show, these remained in circulation for several decades, and in view of the absence of
coins of Edward the Elder, it is reasonable to interpret the finds as reflecting growth in coin
use from the 940s or 950s. It must be remembered that these finds are only representative of
activity on the four or five sites on which they were found, clustered in the ancient centre of
Dublin: coins may have been used at an earlier date at locations that have yet to be excavated.
TABLE 1. Single-finds from Ireland, 800-1000 (source: Appendix 2).

Dublin excavations (24):

Ninth-century 1: Alfred (1).
Tenth-century 23: Athelstan (4); Edmund (3); Anlaf Guthfrithsson or Anlaf Sihtricsson (1);
Eadred (3); Eadwig (1); Edgar (5); /Ethelred II (6).

Other sites (22):

Ninth-century 3-7?: Islamic dirhams (4?, unidentified issues, so ninth- or tenth-century losses);
Burgred (1); Alfred (1); plus Ecgbert of Wessex (Dunamase), probably not a Viking loss.
Tenth-century 15: Islamic dirham (1); Edward the Elder (2), Edmund (2), Anlaf Guthfrithsson
(1); Eric Bloodaxe (1); Eadwig (2), Edgar (4); /Ethelred II (1); Sihtric III Crux type (1).

Wales

The finds from Wales are sparse compared with those from Ireland, but similar patterns can
be seen in them. 60 The two mid-ninth-century hoards from Wales (Pennard and Llanbedrgoch)
discussed above are followed by five from the tenth century. The two earlier finds are both
small. One, probably from Anglesey (dep. c.915), only recorded in a letter of William
Nicholson to Edward Lhwyd of 25 January 1696/7, comprised fifteen coins, of which eleven
can be identified from Nicholson's descriptions: five of Edward the Elder (three Horizontal
type (BMC ii), one Building type (BMC xii) and one of Osulf (BMC ix)), five St Edmund
Memorial type and one York CnutICunnetti penny.61 The slightly later Bangor hoard (dep.
c.925) was of comparable size, but it included a group with five dirhams and two pieces of
58 Bornholdt Collins forthcoming. In addition to the coins and bullion, the Dunmore Cave (no. 2) hoard included the
remains of a man's attire.
59 Wallace 1986.
60 The Welsh coin finds have been listed and reviewed in Dykes 1976, 14-20; Besly 2006, 702-5.
61 The reference to thefind in an edition of Nicholson's letters (Nichols 1809, 54-6) was discovered by Hugh Pagan in 1980
and cited in our 'Check-list of coin hoards' (Blackburn and Pagan 1986, no. 98), but it has never been discussed in print, something that I hope Mr Pagan will find time to do. The description of the hoard's content is not straightforward, and the summary given here is based on a letter from Pagan to C.E. Blunt dated 12 July 1980 and Blunt's own notes in the Fitzwilliam Museum,
cited with the consent of Mr Pagan. The hoard is not cited in Dykes 1976 or Besly 2006.
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Fig. 5. Hoards from Wales, 750-1100.

hacksilver, along with three Anglo-Saxon and five Anglo-Scandinavian coins.62 These both
have significant elements from the Danelaw, and, like the Cuerdale and Harkirk hoards from
Lancashire and the Dysart Island (no. 4), Leggagh, Dunmore Cave (no. 1) and other Irish
hoards, they reflect money that had in part travelled across the northern Danelaw to the Irish
Sea.
Of the next two hoards, little can be said about their composition as we have only very
small samples described. One from the 960s, also from Bangor ('Senior Vicar's Garden'), contained two pre-reform coins of Edgar from the West Midlands with other unrecorded
pieces.63 The other contained some sixty coins, three of which were of Edgar's Reform type
(c. 973-75), though whether they were representative of the whole hoard we do not know.
Finally, from the end of the century there is a recent hoard found near Monmouth with
twelve pennies of ./Ethelred II's Crux type current c.991-97. They could be a sample of money
from England, assembled over the border in neighbouring Herefordshire or Gloucestershire,
as the mints have a westerly bias. There is no reason to think that they belonged to a
Scandinavian, though as Besly points out their loss or non-recovery may have been associated
with the Viking raid on the mouth of the Severn in 997.64
If there are relatively few hoards from Wales, the number of single-finds is also small, and
the increase resulting from the use of metal detectors has been modest, growing from seven
known in 1976 to twenty today (Table 2).65 There is a clear increase in finds between the ninth
and tenth centuries, a trend that would be still more pronounced if the five single-finds from
Llanbedrgoch were discounted. The single-finds and hoards have a very coastal distribution,
and are concentrated in the north-west, notably on Anglesey and around Bangor and
Caernarfon, and along the south coast, especially in the Vale of Glamorgan (Fig. 6). The similarity with the distribution of Scandinavian place names has been commented upon, and
suggests that Scandinavian settlements may have been established in these regions.66
62
63
64
65
66

Blunt 1954, 259-62; Boon 1986, 92-7.
Dolley 1959; Dykes 1976, 17 (reproducing the 1846 line drawings of two specimens from the hoard).
Besly 1993, 84-5.
Dykes 1976, 27-8; Besly 2006, 716-17; On-line Corpus of Early Medieval Coin Finds.
Loyn 1976; Redknap 2000.
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TABLE 2. Single-finds from Wales, 700-1000.
Eighth-century 1: Cynethryth (Llanbedrgoch).
Ninth-century 6: Berhtwulf (Harlech area), styca of Eanred (Caernarfon), styca of Archbishop
Wigmund (Llanbedrgoch); styca of Irregular series (Llanbedrgoch); Carolingian Pepin II of
Melle (Caernarfon), Burgred (Caerleon).
Tenth-century 13: Athelstan (2: Laugharne and Colwinston), Edmund (Llanbedrgoch); Edmund or
Eadred (St David's Head), Imitative tenth-cent, types (2: Monknash (double reverse) and
Caerwent (imit. of Edmund's BC type)), Eadred or Eadwig (Llanbedrgoch); Edgar (2: Rhos
Fawr (Llandyfrydog, Anglesey) and Bardsey Island), Edward the Martyr (Caer Gybi
(Anglesey)), iEthelred II (3: Llancarfan (2), Rhuddlan and Caerwent).

The Isle of Man

The Isle of Man is the most intensively hoarded area of the British Isles, and even in
Scandinavia its density of finds is exceeded only by the islands of Gotland, Oland and
Bornholm. 67 This is not merely that it is a relatively small island, for there are many such
islands in the British Isles, but its success in attracting wealth lay in its location, astride the
routes criss-crossing the Irish Sea. With strength and political will it was able to control traffic and trade between Scotland, Ireland, North Wales and the English coast. But it did not
enjoy that dominance throughout the Viking Age, for as we have seen, the Scandinavians
came to the island quite late, and the sequence of coin hoards only commences in the 960s,
and the single-finds are only marginally earlier.
67 Bornholdt Collins 2003, 235-40.
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Of the twenty-two Viking-Age coin hoards, seven are securely dated to the tenth century and
twelve to the eleventh or early twelfth centuries, leaving three of uncertain date. Most of these
hoards were found in the eighteenth or nineteenth century and were poorly documented, but
they have been carefully reconstructed by Bornholdt Collins, while setting them in their wider
context. 68 Six of the seven tenth-century hoards belong to the decade or so before Edgar's
coinage reform of c.973. Four of these are small, containing between one and eighteen coins,
one had nearly 100 coins and the last hoard, from Douglas (Ballaquayle), was until recently the
largest from the island with over 400 coins. Two of these hoards are known to have contained
metalwork as well as coins. The attribution of one of these to the Isle of Man is uncertain, for
it is an unprovenanced group comprising an arm-ring, two ingots and four pieces of hacksilver, together with a cut-halfpenny of Edgar's Horizontal type. When first published GrahamCampbell and I thought it consistent with an Irish origin, 69 but Bornholdt Collins has
demonstrated that pre-Reform cut-halfpennies are essentially a Manx phenomenon, and they
rarely occur elsewhere.70 On that basis this unprovenanced hoard is more likely to be from the
Isle of Man, and its metalwork content would not be out of place there.
The other mixed hoard of this period shows the degree to which wealth was already building up on the island by c.970. The Douglas (Ballaquayle) hoard not only contained over 400
English pennies, but there was also more than 1 kg of non-numismatic silver and, exceptionally, a gold arm-ring weighing 78 g. The coins are dominated by the most recent Anglo-Saxon
issues, with three-quarters belonging to Edgar's reign. On these statistics they look like a parcel recently drawn from circulation in England, in which case one might expect coins of
Chester and other mints in the north-west to dominate the hoard. However, Metcalf has
demonstrated that this is not the case, and that coins of York and Lincoln greatly outnumber
those of any other mint or region, and this is also true of most hoards from Ireland and the
Western Isles.71 There is a surprising degree of homogeneity in this respect, yet on further
analysis there are variations in composition providing evidence of local as well as regional
coin circulation within the Irish Sea area. The dominant links are across northern England to
York and Lincoln, and if as seems likely it was trade that was driving the movement of money
over the Pennines, it was on quite a remarkable scale. If the coins in the Douglas hoard were
typical of an Irish Sea currency, the metalwork was mainly from Scandinavian Scotland, with
seven of its distinctive plain arm-rings. They are also to be found in two eleventh-century
mixed hoards from Man, and in two of the three coinless hoards from the island. 72
5 -i

Fig. 7. Hoards from the Isle of Man, 750-1100.
68 Bornholdt Collins 2003, 189-228, especially at pp. 191-2.
69 Graham-Campbell and Blackburn 1995.
70 Bornholdt Collins 2003, 275-99; this hoard is her M4.
71 Metcalf 1995, 17-19.
72 Bornholdt Collins 2003, 200-7, and 265-74 for a detailed analysis of mint compositions.
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The last of the tenth-century hoards from Man is that from Bradda Head, comprising several hundred coins, of which details of only some twenty-two survive. All the known coins
are of /Ethelred II's Crux type, showing a close relationship with the English economy. But
as with the Douglas hoard, they may not have been drawn directly from circulation in
England, for they may indeed represent a local currency pool, which was so active that the
older issues were soon diluted by the throughput of fresh money. Bornholdt Collins has
argued that coinage was used in a variety of ways on Man in the tenth and eleventh centuries,
some using coins by weight together with hacksilver which still occurs in hoards in the third
quarter of the eleventh century. On the other hand, the Manx innovation on the cuthalfpenny in the mid-tenth century is evidence that coins were also treated as having a
defined value and were counted out in some transactions. This concept of a dual economy
occurs once again.
Given its wealth of coin hoards, the single-finds from the island are surprisingly few (Table
3). Just six from the tenth century have been found, and four of those come from within Peel
Castle. It is not, as in Ireland, for want of detector users, for there are both residents and
tourists who regularly search the fields, but they rarely find Viking Age coins. This in itself is
important evidence, for it suggests that the coins that came to the island, and were hidden in
hoards, were used less extensively in local transactions than was the case elsewhere.
TABLE 3. Single-finds from the Isle of Man, 700-1000.
Ninth-century 1: Imitative solidus (Maughold churchyard), probably not a Viking loss.
Tenth-century 6: Edmund (Peel Castle grave), Edmund or Eadred? (Peel Castle grave),
Eadred (Peel Castle), Eadwig (Peel Castle), /Ethelred II (2 unknown types: Rushen Abbey;
Gordon (Patrick)).

North-west England

We have already seen that north-west England was a significant route way between the
York/Lincoln region and the Irish Sea. The tenth-century coin finds from this area bear this
out. They are dominated by the great Cuerdale hoard, which was not only one of the largest
in the Scandinavian world, but, thanks to the foresight of Edward Hawkins and the Duchy of
Lancaster, one of the best documented and best preserved finds from the nineteenth or twentieth century. It is, however, only the first of a series of seven hoards from Lancashire and
Cumbria with Scandinavian characteristics. Six of these belong to the first three decades of
the tenth century, when the Scandinavian kingdom of York was at its zenith. Several are
mixed hoards with substantial bullion elements, and a number of coinless hoards add to the
picture too. The material has grown significantly in recent years with the discovery of two
hoards - Warton and Flusco Pike, both with a mixture of coins, hacksilver and intact ornaments, and deposited in the 920s. These, and a coinless hoard from Huxley in Cheshire, are
the subject of a forthcoming study by Williams.73 Cheshire was a border region, and two of
the hoards from Chester itself reflect that, for not only was the Chester (St Johns) hoard
(dep. c.917) dominated by coins of the Danelaw, but the Chester (Castle Esplanade) hoard
(dep. c. 965) contained a large quantity of silver bullion.
Compared with these rich hoards, the single-finds from Lancashire and Cumbria are
remarkably few. From the tenth century they number just four: three from various excavations
in Carlisle (Athelstan, BC type; Edgar, CC type of York; and /Ethelred II, First Hand type,
York) and a stray find from Kirby Lonsdale (/Ethelred II, Crux type, Lincoln). 74 This suggests that it was primarily a region through which silver passed, rather than being actively
used. The exception is the Scandinavian settlement at Meols on the Wirral, where single-finds,
made mainly in the nineteenth century, testify to this having been a key trading site since the
early Roman period. As part of a major project to reassess Meols and its finds, Simon Bean
73 Williams forthcoming.
74 From the on-line Corpus of Early Medieval Coin Finds.
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has reconstructed and surveyed the coin finds. From the Anglo-Saxon period there are two

porcupine sceattas of the eighth century and four Northumbrian stycas of the ninth century.
However, the impressive run of silver pennies from the site only commences with a coin of
Edgar's pre-reform Horizontal type (BMC ii) and two of his Reform Small Cross type. These
grow into a steady stream withfive single-finds of /Ethelred II, ten of Cnut, one of Harthacnut,
and so on. It would appear that Meols only played a significant role in the distribution of
coinage in the Irish Sea from the last quarter of the tenth century.

Scotland

Scotland has yielded thirteen hoards of the tenth century, three from the 930s or 940s, four
clustering around the 960s or 970s, and seven from the late tenth or early eleventh centuries
(Fig. 8). The picture they present is very different to that seen from other regions.
The Skye (Storr Rock) hoard (dep. c.940) is the earliest hoard with a mixture of coins and
hacksilver. 76 Found in 1890/91, it is well documented, and comprised 111 coins, mainly
Anglo-Saxon pennies ending with the Bust Crowned type of Athelstan, and nineteen dirhams
with a terminus post quern of 932, plus twenty-three pieces of hacksilver. The metalwork
includes Hiberno-Scandinavian pieces as well as spiral-ring fragments imported via
Scandinavia, while the coinage element would not be out of place in a hoard from Ireland of
this period. Two other hoards of similar date, found earlier in the nineteenth century, are
poorly recorded. One from Cockburnspath (Berwickshire) is merely described as containing
a 'considerable number' of coins of Athelstan, 77 while the existence of the other, presumed to
be from Scotland, is merely based on the presence of four coins (one of Edward the Elder and
three of Athelstan) with a similar black patina in the collection of the National Museums of
Scotland. 78
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Fig. 8. Hoards of Scandinavian character from Scotland, 750-1100.
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Bean forthcoming.
Graham-Campbell 1995, 19-20, 28 and 144-6.
Graham-Campbell 1995, 102, no. 12.
Stevenson 1966, p. xxi, (e), nos 105. 117. 151 and 168: Graham-Campbell 1995. 108. no. 22.
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All the hoards from the second half of the tenth century are mixed hoards containing
coinage and silver bullion. The Skaill (Orkney) hoard is by far the largest of these, and the
most important from an art-historical point of view, containing over a hundred items of silver bullion with a weight of c.8 kg, together with just twenty-one coins, comprising nineteen
mostly fragmentary dirhams (terminus post quern 945), plus a penny of Athelstan and one of
the Swordless St Peter type. This hoard is traditionally dated c.950, but Metcalf and GrahamCampbell rightly point out that the coin element is so small that it could well have been
deposited one or two decades later.79 There are three hoards ending with Edgar pre-Reform
coins, each with significant bullion elements - Islay (Machie), Port Glasgow and Tiree.80
Then there is an interesting group of seven hoards from the end of the tenth or beginning
of the eleventh century. These each appear to end with coins of yEthelred II, but what is significant, and what marks them out from Irish hoards of the period, is that they have a long
age structure stretching back to issues before Edgar's reform of c.973. A number of them also
contain continental coins and hacksilver or whole ingots or ornaments. The Iona hoard is a
classic example, with some 360 coins spanning the period from Athelstan to ^Ethelred II's
Second Hand type, together with three coins of Normandy, a finger-ring, an ingot and a piece
of hack-gold; it has plausibly been associated with the sacking of Iona in 986. Another is the
Inchkenneth (off Mull) hoard, with around a hundred coins ending with ^Ethelred's Long
Cross type, but also stretching back to pre-reform issues of Edgar, as well as Continental and
Hiberno-Norse coins, plus three arm-rings and a piece of hacksilver.
Finally, from Stornaway (Lewis), there is a hoard of forty-two pieces of hacksilver with two
fragmentary deniers of Normandy, wrapped in cloth and concealed in a cow horn. Norman
deniers are the most frequently encountered foreign coins to occur in Insular-Scandinavian
hoards of the late tenth and early eleventh centuries, although they are extremely rare in
Scandinavia itself.81 The coinage of Normandy was successful, travelling widely in Europe
through trade, and it must be doubted whether a common Scandinavian origin was a factor
in facilitating relations between the people of Normandy, the Western Isles and the Irish Sea.
The contrast between the Scottish and Irish hoards is considerable. In Scandinavian
Scotland there was no progressive move to abandon the use of silver bullion as a means of
exchange and storage of wealth. One of the features of the Scottish hoards is their distinctive
local penannular arm-rings known as 'ring money', which are prevalent from the mid-tenth
to mid-eleventh centuries.82 These rings are roughly weight adjusted to a standard of c.24g or
a48 g, and seem to have been a convenient means of storing bullion in the money-weight
economy that persisted in Scotland.
Scottish single-finds with Scandinavian associations are scarce, growing from just one certain Scandinavian loss of the ninth century (a Burgred penny from Birsay (Orkney)), to some
fourteen of the tenth century (Table 4). This is still a tiny number compared with 832 from
England currently recorded in the Early Medieval Corpus, which might lead one to the conclusion that coin use in Scandinavian Scotland was minimal. However, Williams has argued
that the distribution of these finds and hoards in coastal locations from Orkney around the
Western Isles down to Whithorn (Fig. 9), and the fact that they have occurred in a large proportion of the known Scandinavian settlements, indicates that within these small communities coinage does appear to have been used from the early tenth century onwards. 83 Perhaps
we are again seeing something of a dual economy, where arm-rings, hacksilver and mixed
English and continental coins remained an essential part of the economy, but individual coins
could be used within settlements for daily transactions.
79 Graham-Campbell 1995, 20, 34-48, 108-27, no. 24.
80 The Port Glasgow hoard of c. 1699 is poorly documented, but the attribution to it of coins of Edgar from the collection

of James Sutherland, although speculative, is a reasonable deduction; Graham-Campbell 1995, 95. Metcalf (in GrahamCampbell 1995,21-2) has proposed that there were two separate hoards with similar compositions from Tiree found in 1780 and
1782, but on balance I prefer to follow earlier commentators and treat them as one find.
81 Blackburn 1995.
82 Graham-Campbell 1995, 38-^10, 53-4, 57-9; Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998, 238-9.
83 Williams 2006.
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TABLE 4. Single-finds of Scandinavian character from Scotland, 800-1000.
Ninth-century 1 (or 3?): Burgred (Birsay (Orkney)), plus two converted to brooches,
Alfred (Burghead) and Imitative solidus (near Elgin), that are more probably Pictish losses
Tenth-century 12: Islamic dirham (Ardeer), Athelstan (Old Scatness (Shetland)),
Edmund (Birsay (Orkney)); Anlaf Sihtricsson (Deerness (Orkney)), Eadred (Deerness
(Orkney)), Edgar (5: Birsay (Orkney); Galson (Lewis); Deerness (Orkney); Whithorn; near
Newborough), iEthelred II (2: Jarlshof (Orkney); Birsay (Orkney)).

ORKNEY

137

SHETLAND

Fig. 9. Map of hoards and single-finds of Scandinavian character from Scotland, 800-1000.

Conclusions

When in the two previous addresses I reviewed progress in the study of the currency of the
Scandinavians in England, it was evident that recent advances had been stimulated by substantial new discoveries of coin hoards, single-finds and metalwork, including hacksilver and
weights. Most of these had come as a result of metal detecting over the last twenty-five years.
In the western regions of Scandinavian Britain the picture is somewhat different. The new
finds have not been as dramatic or cumulatively so significant. Some are certainly notable,
such as the finds from Llanbedrgoch (Anglesey), or look potentially promising, as the excavations at Woodstown (Co. Waterford), and there has been a gradual increase in single-finds,
in Wales through metal-detector use and in Scotland from excavations. The excavation finds
from Dublin remain the most exciting addition to the material, and they are still largely unexploited awaiting publication. But in these western regions the real advances in recent decades
have come through new research into the existing corpus of material. Dolley led the way in
the 1960s and '70s marshalling the coin hoards, and this has been followed by archaeologists,
most notably by Graham-Campbell and Sheehan, who have systematically organised and
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studied the comparably important metalwork element of the hoards. I am delighted that
recently Bornholdt Collins has been building on Dolley's work on the Manx finds and now
those from Ireland, and is studying them in conjunction with recent research on the precious
metalwork. Progress in our understanding of the economy of Scandinavian Britain and
Ireland will come from further collaboration between numismatists and archaeologists.
The greatest differences between the currencies that developed in England and in western
Britain under the Scandinavians came from their response to the existing monetary systems
they encountered. England had a reasonably strong, well-controlled currency based on locally
produced coinages, while western Britain had effectively none, at least none that survived the
arrival of the Scandinavians. In Ireland, as we have seen, there is some evidence of English
coins starting to be used in the later eighth century, and a trace of this is perhaps reflected in
the Llanbedrgoch coin of Cynethryth. In Scotland the use of coinage was more developed.
Isolated finds of sceattas from the first half of the eighth century by the Moray Firth and
Firth of Forth probably signify no more than the movement of an occasional coin along the
coast. In Strathclyde and Cumbria, however, the use of Northumbrian sceattas and stycas
focusing particularly on Whithorn and Carlisle could well have grown into an established currency if the Viking conquest of York and ravaging of this western coastline had not brought
an abrupt end to the coinages there.
In western Britain the Scandinavians did not build on the little coinage there may have been
there, but they introduced a new currency system based on the bullion economy that was currently developing in Scandinavia. During the ninth century coins formed a very small part of
this, and the total number of extant finds from all the western regions of the British Isles is
tiny - just six hoards containing thirty-three coins, and around twelve coins from single-finds.
In Scandinavia too, setting aside Gotland, ninth-century finds are scarce and the number of
coins in a hoard is often small. In recent years dramatic new evidence for the use of coinage
in the ninth century has come mainly from single-finds from coastal emporia and what are
known as 'central sites', notably Uppakra in southern Sweden, Kaupang in Norway, Tisso
and Hedeby in Denmark and Janow Pomorski (Truso) in Poland. In England Torksey is comparable, and it would not be surprising if one day in Ireland one of the longphorts were to
yield prolific finds of ninth-century coins.
The other element of Insular-Scandinavian currency took the form of whole and cut ingots
and ornamental metalwork, the most common types - broad-band armrings from Ireland
and plain penannular armrings or 'ring-money' from Scotland - being not much more than
ingots that have been worked to provide a convenient form to transport and show off people's wealth. In Ireland this bullion is thought to have been used principally between the midninth and mid-tenth centuries, and most of the fifty-two or so coinless hoards are attributed
to this period. Although mixed hoards of coins and bullion in Ireland are comparatively few,
compared with Scotland, they represented a higher proportion (40%) among the earlier (pre950) coin hoards than among the coin hoards of the later tenth century (20%). There was
therefore a progression in Ireland from the situation in the ninth century where metalwork as
bullion dominated the currency to that in the eleventh century where coinage was the normal
medium of exchange. In Scotland, by contrast, the metalwork remained a substantial element
of the currency throughout the Viking Age. Mixed hoards far outnumber pure coin hoards
and they mainly belong to the period of the mid-tenth to mid-eleventh centuries when the
sequence of hoards ceases. It is not surprising, then, that during the later tenth and eleventh
centuries, if a bullion element occurs in hoards in the Irish Sea area, it often includes ScotoScandinavian metalwork. Wales appears to follow the Irish pattern, for although there are far
fewer finds none of the hoards after c.925 are known to have included other metalwork. The
Isle of Man, on the other hand, has features of both the Irish and the Scottish finds, with the
sequence of hoards only commencing in the mid-tenth century, and some metalwork continuing to occur among them down to the later eleventh century, although the coinage is also a
significant element.
The dramatic increase in the availability of silver and the spread of a bullion economy in
ninth-century Ireland, not just among the Scandinavians but the Irish population too, is a
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subject ripe for further study, and so too is the subsequent development of a coin economy
in the tenth and eleventh centuries. A critical stage in the latter was Dublin's establishment of
its own coinage and a managed currency, which will be considered in my address next year.
During the transition to coinage there was a period when transactions might take place in
either weighed silver or in counted coins depending on the circumstances. This dual economy is most evident in Ireland, but there are signs that it may have been prevalent on the Isle
of Man and the Scottish Isles too. Among the questions to be asked is why in Ireland did the
use of silver and then the use of coin spread from the Scandinavians into the local Irish
communities, while this did not occur in Scotland or Wales?
TABLE 5. Comparison of number of hoards and single-finds from the principal regions of
the British Isles, 800-1000.
England (excluding the north-west)
North-west England
Scotland
Isle of Man
Wales
Ireland

Hoards

Single-finds

101
48%
2,239
15
7%
92 (4)
19
9%
81 (13)
7
3%
7
8
4%
10
59
28%
44
209
100%
2,473
Note: figures in brackets represent probable Scandinavian losses.

90%
4% (0.2°/,)
3% (0.6%)
0.3%
0.4%
2%
100%

When considering the circulation of coinage in Anglo-Saxon England the single-finds of
coins, which have increased so dramatically in the last thirty years, have provided us with a
rich source of evidence and a deeper insight into the extent of coin use. In the western parts
of the British Isles the same is not true. Despite some increase, single-finds remain meagre.
Table 5 shows that of all the finds from the British Isles in the period 800-1000, 90% of the
single-finds were from England (excluding the north-west) while only 48% of the hoards were.
In fact, if you include those finds from north-west England and Strathclyde that are attributable to the Northumbrian presence there, the proportion of 'English' single-finds goes up to
96%. From the other regions the number of single-finds attributable to Scandinavian occupation is really very small, amounting in total to only 4% of all finds from the British Isles, while
the coin hoards on a similar basis represent around 50% of the finds. How do we explain this
very great dichotomy? Certainly there are factors arising out of the extent of metal detecting
and reporting of finds, particularly in Ireland, but it may well also reflect something fundamental about the nature of coin use in these areas. It suggests that coins were used more as a
store of wealth, and circulated less actively in daily transactions. Dublin looks like an exception, with numerous excavation finds from the tenth and eleventh centuries it compares
favourably with other urban centres in Europe at this period. In a much more modest way,
the same might be said of the Scandinavian settlements in Scotland, for as Gareth Williams
has pointed out, a large proportion of the known single-finds from Scandinavian Scotland
have come from the settlements themselves. However, we should also remember that the number of coin hoards found in the Scandinavian zone is probably disproportionately higher than
in England, and should not be taken as a measure of the relative wealth of the different
regions. The unsettled and precarious life led by some of the Scandinavians, and their
dependency on travel by sea, would have increased the chances of the owners of hoards not
returning to recover them.
We have seen major differences between the currencies used by the Scandinavians in the
western parts of the Britain Isles and in England which are very largely a result of the extent
to which there was a pre-existing practice of using and producing coins. In Normandy, the
period of assimilation of the Frankish monetary practices by the Scandinavian settlers was
even swifter. However, much closer parallels are to be found between western Britain and
Scandinavia, particularly in the development of a bullion economy based on imported silver,
and the conversion of that into ornaments and ingots locally as a form of currency, well
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before moving to coin production and the establishment of a managed coin economy. The
hoards and single-finds are a precious tangible survival which still has great potential to
provide insights into the economic and social activities of the Scandinavians.

APPENDIX 1

HOARDS FROM IRELAND, WALES, ISLE OF MAN, NORTH-WEST
ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND, a 800-1000

This listing draws upon and follows the convention of the Checklist of Coin Hoards published by Blackburn and
Pagan (1986) and the up-dated on-line version (via www.medievalcoins.org). For bibliographical references see the
on-line version. The following abbreviations apply:
Column 4 (region):
NWE = North-west England
I = Ireland
M = Isle of Man
S = Scotland
W = Wales

Column 7 (other metalwork):
+ = coins accompanied by metal objects other than
containers
Column 8 (container):
b = bone or horn
c - cloth
1 = leather
m = metal
p = pottery
w = wood

Column 5 (number of coins):
* = 2-3 associated coins
X = hoard with less than 20 coins
XX = 20-119 coins
XXX = 120-1,199 coins
XXXX = 1,200 or more coins

Column 9 (deposit date):
approximate date of deposit (not terminus

post quern)

Column 6 (classes of coinage represented):
A/S = Anglo-Saxon
A/S (Nhmbr) = Northumbrian stycas
B = Byzantine
C = Continental
H/N = Hiberno-Norse
K = Kufic (Islamic)
V = Vikings of East Anglia and Northumbria

No. Checklist Findspot, year
no.
1

48

2
3

51
53

4
5
6

35
36
37

7

39

8

55

9

56

10

56a

11

41

12
13

72
46

Delgany, Co. Wicklow,
1874
Croy, Inv., 1875
Mullaghboden,
Coghlanstown West,
Co. Kild., 1871
Grange, Lanes., 1765
Lancaster, 1914
Paisley, Renf., 1782

Grange-over-Sands,
Lanes., 1892
Pennard, (Minchin
Hole), Glam., 1948
Cushendall (near Red
Bay), Co. Antrim, 1849
Llanbedrgoch, Anglesey,
Wales, 1994-8
Kirkoswald, Cumb.,
1808
Ireland?, pre-1886?
Talnot.-ie, Kirkc., 1912

Region No. of Classes of
coins coinage

Other
Container Deposit
metalwork
date
„

I

XXX

A/S, C

S
I

*

X

A/S
C

NWE
NWE
S

XX?
XX?
XX?

A/S (Nhmbr)
A/S (Nhmbr)
A/S (Nhmbr)

NWE

X

A/S (Nhmbr)

W

*

A/S,C

I

*

A/S

W

X

A/S, C

NWE

XXX

A/S (Nhmbr) +

I
S

X
X

_
A/S
A/S, A/S
+
(Nhmbr), C, K

•

+?

-

-

-

-

—

-

-

-

-

-

—

•

c.830

c. 845?
c. 847
840s?
840s?
840s/
850s?
840s/
850s?
c.850

_

c.850?

_

c.850?

P?

850s/
860s?
c.875
c.875?

—

_
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of Classes of Other
Deposit
Region No.
coins coinage
metalwork Container date
*
later
S
A/S (Nhmbr) +
Colonsay (Kiloran Bay)
C9th?

No. Checklist Findspot, year
no.
14

34

15

84a

16

84b

17

18
19

20
21

87
88
90
91
92

22

93

23
24
25

27

93a
95
96
98
99

28

97

29

101a
103

26

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

105
106
109b
110
111
114
115
117
119
116
122
123
123a
124
125
127
128
129

141

boat burial, Argyll,
1882-3
Millockstown, Co.
Louth
Near Dublin (Site B),
1990s
Cuerdale, Lanes., 1840
Drogheda, Co. Louth,
1846
Co. Londonderry,
pre-1804
Magheralagan, Co.
Down, 1835
Harkirk, Little Crosby,
Lanes., 1611
Dysart Island (no. 4),
Lough Ennell, Co.
Westmeath, 1980
Co. Antrim?, pre-1993
Dean, Cumb., pre-1790
Lancashire, 1734
Anglesey?, 1696
Chester (St John's),

1862

Leggagh, Nobber, Co.
Meath, 1843
Warton, Lanes., 1997
Castle Bellingham, Co.
Louth, pre-1907
Geashill, Co. Offaly,

c. 1862

Bangor (Midland
Bank), Caer., 1894
Flusco Pike, Cumbria,
2005
Glasnevin, Co. Dublin,
1838
Dunmore Cave, Co.
Kilk., 1973
Co. Kildare, 1840
Scotby, Cumb., 1855
Co. Dublin, 1883
Ireland, pre-1726
Skye (Storr Rock), Inv.,
1890/91
Durrow, Co. Offaly,
c. 1850
Cockburnspath (St
Helen's), Ber., c. 1831
Scotland, pre-1852
Glendalough (no. 2),
Co. Wick., pre-1822
Co. Tipperary, 1843?
Castle Freke, Rathbarry,
Co. Cork, 1799
Fennor, Co. Meath,
pre-1870
Skaill, Sandwick,
Orkney, 1858

-

I
I

K
*
A/S, K
NWE x x x x A/S, V, C,
K, B
I
x x x x ? V, K
I
XXX? K
I
X?
K
NWE XXX A/S, V, C, K
XX
A/S, V, C, K
I
*

NWE
NWE
W
NWE

I

X
XX
XX
X
X

I

X

NWE

X

I
I

*

X
X
W
NWE XX
X
I
X
I
I
X
NWE XX
XX
I
XX?
I
XX
S
X
I
XX?
s
X?
s
XX
I
X
I
X
I
*
I
XX
s

V

+
+
+

v, c

A/S, V, K
A/S, V, K
A/S, V, K
A/S, V, K
A/S, K
A/S, V?
A/S, V
A/S
A/S, V, K
A/S, V

A/S

A/S, V, K

ill
m

-

+

+
+
+

c.905

c.910

-

c.910

-

m

+
+

c.920
c.920?
c.922

-

c.925

-

-

+
++

c.928

-

-

+
-

+?

-

-

-

-

1?
-

-

+

c. 925
c. 927

-

-

c.910?
c.915
c.915
c.915
c.917
c.920

-

-

-

c.910?
c.910?

-

+

A/S

A/S
A/S
A/S
A/S

ClOth

-

c.905?

A/S, V, C, K
V
A/S, V
A/S, V
+
A/S, V, K
K
A/S

ClOth

-

-

c.935
c.935
c.935
c.935?
c. 940
c. 940
c. 940?
c. 940?
c. 942

c. 942
c. 945

c. 945?
c. 950-70
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No. Checklist Findspot, year
no.
49

130

50

131

51

132

52

134

53

135

54

138

55
56

—

139

57

143

58
59

142
144

60
61

145
146

62

147

63
64
65

147a
149
150

66

151a

67

151b

68

152

69

153

70
71

154
155

72
73

156
157

74

158

75

159

76
77

160
161

78

163

79

164

80

165

Knowth, Co. Meath,
1969
Newtownlow,
Kilbeggan, Co.
Westmeath, 1982
Macroom, Co. Cork,
c. 1840?
Monasterboice, Co.
Louth, 1746
Mungret, Co. Lim.,
c. 1842
Killyon Manor, Hill of
Down, Co. Meath, 1876
Isle of Man, pre-1908
Oldcastle, Co. Meath,
pre-1900
Ballaqueeney, Port St
Mary, 1874
Ballitore (near), Co.
Kild., 1837
Chester (Castle
Esplanade), 1950
Ireland, 1862
Lough Lene, Co.
Westmeath, 1843
Smarmore, Ardee, Co.
Louth, 1929
Isle of Man, c. 1880s
Armagh (near), 1831
Bangor (Vicar's
Garden), Caer., 1845
or 1846
Moyvore, Co.
Westmeath, 1986
Dunmore Cave (no. 2),
Co. Kilkenny, 1999
Burt (Carrowen), Co.
Don., 1863 or 1864
Chester (Eastgate
Street), 1857
Killincoole, Co. Louth,
1864
Kirk Andreas (no. 1),
1867
Co. Meath, 1845
Rahan (no. 1), Co.
Offaly, c. 1820
Rahan (no. 2), Co.
Offaly, 1828
Ballakilpheric,
pre-c. 1885
Bullock (no. 1), Co.
Dublin, 1838
Bullock (no. 2), Co.
Dublin, 1840?
Dalkey, Co. Dublin,
c.l 840
Derrykeighan, Co.
Antrim, 1843
Ballaquayle (Douglas),
1894

Region No. of Classes of
coins coinage

Other
Container Deposi
metalwork
date

I

*

A/S

I

X

A/S

_

c.953

I

XX?

A/S

_

c.953

I

XX?

A/S

+

c.953

I

X

A/S, V

+

c.953

I

XX

A/S, V

M
I

XX?
X

A/S
A/S, V

M

X

A/S, V, C

I
NWE

XX
XXX

A/S, V
A/S, V, C

I
I

XX
XX

A/S, V
A/S, V, C

I

XX

A/S, V

M
I
W

X
X?
*

A/S
A/S, V
A/S

I

X

A/S

I

X

A/S

I

X

A/S

NWE

XX

A/S

I
M

XX
XX

A/S
A/S, V

I
I

X
XX?

A/S, K
A/S

I

XX?

A/S

M

XX?

A/S

I
I

*

XX

A/S
A/S

I

XX

A/S

I

XXX

A/S, V

_

c.970

M

XXX

A/S, V

+

c.970

—

c. 950?

—

c.955

-

_

c-.955
c.958

_

c.960

-

-

+

P

c.965
c.965
c.965
c.965

-

c.965

-

c.965
c.965?
c.965?

-

_
-

c.970

-

+

c. 970
c.970

-

c.970

-

+

c.970
c. 970

_
-

-

-

+

c.970
c. 970?

c. 970
c.970?

-

-

-

-

c. 970?
c.970

c. 970

-
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No. Checklist Finclspot, year
no.
81

166

82

167

83
84
85
86

167a
168
169
170

87
88

171
172

89

174

91

90

177
179

92

180

93

182a

94

182b

95
96

183
184a

97
98

186
187

99

187c

100 187d
101 187e
102 187f
103 188
104 190
105 191
106 192
107 193
108 194

Glendalough (no. 3),
Co. Wick., c. 1835
Ballycastle (Trench
Farm, no. 2), Co.
Antrim, c.1890
Isle of Man?, pre-1994
Islay (Machrie), 1850
Port Glasgow, Renf.,
c. 1699
Co. Kilkenny (west),
pre-1824
Tiree, Argyll, 1780
Laugharne, Carm.,
c. 1930
Chester (Pemberton's
Parlour), 1914
North Uist, pre-1781
Mullingar (no. 1)
('Marl Valley'), Co.
Westmeath, 1841
Iona Abbey, Argyll,
1950
Stornaway (Lews
Castle), Isle of Lewis,
1988-90
Co. Westmeath, central,
1988
Kildare, near, 1923
Dublin (Castle St.,
no. 1), 1993
Bradda Head, 1848
Dundalk, Co. Louth,
1980
Monmouth, Gwent,
Wales, 1991/2
Dublin (Castle St.,
no. 2), 1993
Dublin (Werburg St.),
1994
Bishops Lough, Co.
Westmeath, pre-1987
Clondalkin (no. 2), Co.
Dublin, c.l830
Tarbat, Ross, 1889/91
Kilmartin, Argyll,
pre-1844
Quendale (Garthsbanks),
Shetland, 1830
Burray, Orkney, 1889
Inchkenneth, Argyll,
pre-1830

143

Region No. of Classes of
coins coinage

I

X

A/S

Other
Container Deposi
metalwork
date

I

XX?

A/S

_

M?
S
S
I

X
XX
XX?
XX

A/S
+
A/S, V, K, C +
A/S
+
A/S
+

w

S

XXX
XX

A/S
A/S

-

_

c.970
c. 975

NWE

XXX

A/S

_

_

c.980

S

XX

A/S

—

_

I
S

XXX
XXX

A/S
A/S, V, C

+
+

S

X

C

+

b

c. 990-

I

*

A/S

-

_

c.990

I
I

XX
XX

A/S
A/S

M
I

XXX
X

A/S
A/S, H/N

w

X

A/S

I

XXX

A/S

I

XXX

A/S

I

X

A/S

I

XXX

H/N

S
S

X
X

A/S, C
A/S

S

XX?

A/S

+

b

S
S

X
XX

A/S, C
+
A/S, V, H/N, C +

w

c.970

+

_

c. 970?
c.970?
c.970
c.970
c.970

c.985?
c.986
c.986

—

_

-

—

—

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1040

c. 991
c. 991
c.995
c.995
c.995
c.995
c.995

-

c.995

-

c. 997

-

+

-

c. 1000
c. 1000
c. 1000
c. 1000
c. 1000

u

Nc
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
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APPENDIX 2
SINGLE-FINDS FROM IRELAND, c.600-1000
Findspot, date of discovery
Coin type
Date
Ref.

Trim (near), Co. Meath,
pre-1860
Maryborough (near),
Co. Laois, pre-1863
Bawnaughragh TD
(Rathdowney), Co. Laois,
c. 1867

Merovingian tremissis,
Beaufay
Merovingian tremissis,
Le Mans
Offa, Ibba

Dublin (near, site B), 1990s
Armagh (near site of a
religious house), 1849
Londonderry (near), 1847
Dundalk, near, 1848
Dunamase, Co. Laois 1990s

Offa, light coinage, portrait c.780-92
type, Ethilwald
Offa, moneyer not recorded c.780-96

c.m-15

c600-75
c. 780-92

Offa, moneyer not recorded c. 780-96
2 coins of Offa
c. 780-96
Ecgbert of Wessex
825-39

Woodstown (excavations),
Arabic dirham, unidentified
Co. Waterford, 2003/4
(fragment)
Dublin (near, sites A and C), Three Arabic dirhams,
1990s
unidentified
Ireland (metal-detector find), Burgred, Lunettes type a,
pre-1990
Dealinc (0.81g, chipped)

Hall 1974, 82, a; Abdy and
Williams 2006, no. 157.
BM; Hall 1974, 82, b; Abdy
and Williams 2006, no. 169.
Hall 1974, 82, c; probably
same coin as BMA 42
(ex Montagu; 'found at
Kilkenny'); Chick 2007,
208a.
Appendix 3, below.
Hall 1974, 82, d.
Hall 1974, 82, e.
Metcalf 1992, 93.
Pers. comm., Brian
Hodkinson
Pers. comm., excavator.

9th/early
10th cent.?
9th/early Appendix 3, below
10th cent.?
c. 866-74 NMI; ex Clarke 1990; pers.
comm., K. Bornholdt
Collins.
Ireland (metal-detector find), Alfred, Lunettes type,
871-5
NMI; ex Clarke 1990; pers.
pre-1990
Sigeric (0.77g, pierced in
comm., K. Bornholdt
centre, for a weight?)
Collins.
Dublin (High Street
Alfred, London Monogram c. 880-5
NMI; Wallace 1986, 210.
excavations)
type
Carrowreilly, Co. Sligo, 1988 Arabic dirham, Volga
c.900-10 NMI; Kenny 1991, based on
Bulgar imitation of a
identification by G. Rispling.
Samanid coin of al-Sash,
AH 281 (AD 894/5)
(fragment)
Lagore Crannog (excavations), Edward the Elder, type?
899-924
NMI; Hall 1974, p.82, h.
Co. Meath, 1934-6
Rathcrogan, Co. Roscommon, Edward the Elder, BC type, 920-24
Hall 1974, p.82, g.
pre-1950
East Anglian
Athelstan, Horizontal type, 924-39
Dublin (Wood Quay
NMI; Wallace 1986, 211.
excavations)
[Oxford?], Sigeland
Dublin (Wood Quay
Athelstan, CC type, Derby?, 924-39
NMI; Wallace 1986, 211.
excavations)
Ma[ ]
Dublin (Wood Quay
Athelstan, BC type,
924-39
NMI; Wallace 1986, 211.
excavations)
Canterbury, ^Elfric
Dublin (Wood Quay
Athelstan, CC type,
924-39
NMI; pers. comm.,
excavations)
Chester, Paules
K. Bornholdt Collins
Dublin (Christchurch Place Edmund, Horizontal HT1 939-46
NMI; Wallace 1986, 210;
type, Eferulf
excavations)
CTCE p. 124, 42.
Co. Westmeath, central, 1988 Edmund, HR1, Cenberht 939-46
Coin Register 1988, no. 159.
Edmund, uncertain type
Dublin (Temple Bar West
939-46
Pers. comm., K. Bornholdt
excavations)
Collins.
Edmund, uncertain type
Dublin (Temple Bar West
939^16
Pers. comm.. K. Bornholdt
excavations)
Collins.
Ireland (metal-detector find), Edmund, BC type (0.64g, 939-46
NMI; ex Clarke 1990; pers
fragment)
pre-1990
comm., K. Bornholdt
Collins.
Anlaf Guthfrithsson,
Cork (near), c. 1810
939-41
Hall 1974, p.82, j; CTCE
Raven type, ^Ethelferth
p.230 n.
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No.
27

28
29
30
31
32
33

Findspot, date of discovery
Dublin (High Street
excavations), 1972
Dublin (Wood Quay
excavations)
Dublin (Wood Quay
excavations)
Dublin (Wood Quay
excavations)
Cork (in), Nov. 1833
Armagh (Abbey St,
excavations), 1977
Cloonart Beg, Co.
Roscommon, 1986

Coin type

Date

Ref.

940-2

NMI; Wallace 1986,210;

Anlaf Guthfrithsson or
Sihtricsson, Two-line type,
Stamford?, Bleseret
Eadred, HR1 type, Agtardes 946-55

CTCE

p. 229,111(d).

NMI; Wallace 1986,211.

Eadred, HR1 type,
Rsgtheres
Eadred, BC type, Norwich,
Hrodgar
Eric Bloodaxe, HT1 type,
Inglegar
Eadwig, HT1 type, Baldwin

946-55

NMI; Wallace 1986, 211.

946-55

NMI; Wallace 1986, 211.

948-50

Hall 1974, p.82, k; illus.
Lindsay 1842, no. 45.
Dolley 1977.

Eadwig, uncertain type
(fragment)

955-9

955-9

NMI (620-1986); perhaps an
associated find with no. 40;

pers.
comm., K.
Collins.

Bornholdt

34

Ireland (metal-detector find),
pre-1990

Edgar, HT 1 NEV type,
Farman

959-C.973

NMI; ex Clarke 1990; pers
comm., K. Bornholdt
Collins.

35

Dublin (Wood Quay
excavations)
Dublin (Wood Quay
excavations)
Dublin (Christchurch Place
excavations)
Dublin ('found in some ruins'),
pre-1695
Dublin (Wood Quay
excavations)
Cloonart Beg, Co.
Roscommon, 1986

Edgar, HT1 NEV type, Ive

959-C.973

NMI; Wallace 1986,211;

Edgar, Horizontal type.
En[ ]e?
Edgar, CC type, Warwick,
0(swerd?)
Edgar, CR type, [Chester],
Dyrmod
Edgar, CR type, Siferth

959-C.973

NMI; Wallace 1986,211.

959-C.973

NMI; Wallace 1986,210;

36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Disert, near Delvin, Co,
Westmeath, 1988
Armagh (in or near), pre-1839
Dublin (Wood Quay
excavations)
Dublin (Wood Quay
excavations)
Dublin (Wood Quay
excavations)
Dublin (Wood Quay
excavations)
Dublin (High Street
excavations)
Dublin (High Street
excavations)
Fontstown, Co. Offaly,
pre-1839
Armagh (Castle St,
excavations), Co. Armagh,

Edgar?, uncertain type
(fragment)
Edgar, RSC, Winchester,
Rsegenulf
Eadgar, type?
iEthelred II, First Hand
type, Barnstaple. iElfem
iEthelred II, First Hand
type, London, iElfgar
iEthelred II, First Hand
type, iElfgar
iEthelred II, Second Hand
type, London, Cynsige
iEthelred II. Crux type,
Barnstaple, iElfsige
iEthelred II, Crux type,
London, Byrhtlaf
iEthelred II, type not
recorded?
Hiberno-Norse. Phase I,
Crux type

CTCE p. 166, 59.

959-C.973

CTCE p. 183, 279/1.
Hall 1974, p.82,1.

959-C.973

NMI; Wallace 1986, p. 211.

955-9

NMI (621-1986); perhaps an
associated find with no. 33;

pers.
comm., K.
Collins.

Bornholdt

959-75
959-C.973

NMI; Coin Register 1988,
no. 165.
Hall 1974, p.82,
NMI; Wallace 1986,211.

c. 979-85

NMI; Wallace 1986,211.

c. 979-85

NMI; Wallace 1986,211.

c. 985-91

NMI; Wallace 1986, 211.

c.991-7

NMI; Wallace 1986, 210.

e.991-7

NMI; Wallace 1986, 210.

978-1016

Hall 1974, p.82,

c.995

Seaby 1984, no. 15a

973-5

1968
Note: Not included are coins in collections that are simply reported to have been 'found in Ireland', without any
evidence that they were single-finds rather than coming from dispersed hoards.
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APPENDIX 3
COINS, GOLD AND SILVER INGOTS AND OTHER METALWORK FOUND
NEAR DUBLIN

The following finds of Viking-Age ingots and other metalwork made by Irish metal-detector users have been
reported in England through intermediaries. The finds are said to come from a number of different rural sites near
Dublin, and although the actual locations were not given, I judge the information likely to be reliable. The material was found over several years during the 1990s by various people. For some items full details with photographs
and weights were given, while for other pieces there were only the brief descriptions. Where photographs are available, they are illustrated on PI. 1 below.
These finds are likely to have been made in breach of Irish law, which can in no way be condoned. Nonetheless,
I could see no benefit in ignoring or suppressing information received, albeit anonymously and at considerable
remove.

A gold ingot, silver dirham and other metalwork from near Dublin (Site A)

The following four items, probably all Viking-Age pieces, were reputed to have been found at the same site, but
spread over a wide area and over two adjoining fields. The two ring fragments (nos 3 and 4) were from different
fields. These four pieces would seem, therefore, to have been separate losses.
1. Gold ingot terminal, in the form of an unworked cast bar of D-section, with rounded ends, the upper surface
dished where it has cooled in an open mould. The severed end has been cut with three blows of a chisel, one
vertically and two at oblique angles to form a wedge; the slight roughness along the lower cut edge was
probably caused by the chisel rather than a final snapping action. No nicks or pecks. Width 7 mm, length 23 mm.
Wt 12.77 g. Reported to have had a specific gravity of 18.26 (which would imply 93% gold, if a simple alloy of
gold and silver). (PI. 1, 1)
2. Fragment of a silver Islamic dirham, unidentified. [Not illustrated]
3. Silver neck-ring terminal fragment, formed from a rod of circular section, tapering to its hooked terminal (broken). From the photograph it appears to be attached to at least three twisted rods, which would have formed the
body of the neck-ring. The rod is decorated on the outer surface with a punched pellet and cross decoration. No
record of pecks or nicks. Diam. c.8 mm (max.) tapering to c.2.5 mm; length (if straight) c. 70 mm. Wt not recorded.

(PI. 1, 3)

This is a typical terminal of type 6 in the classification of twisted-rod neck-rings (Hardh 1996, 45-58), one of
the commonest varieties in Scandinavia, though in the British Isles flattened terminal plates are more common. Of
the 16 twisted-rod neck-rings in the Skaill (Orkney) hoard, only one had a round section terminal (GrahamCampbell 1995, no. 24, 16). Only a few twisted-rod neck-rings have been found in Ireland.
4. A terminal fragment of a silver arm-ring, described as being very elaborate, terminating in a 'dragon's head",
with 'scales' marked on the rod leading from it, as if it represented the animal's neck. The rod narrowed from
c. 10 mm at the head to c.5 mm towards the body of the arm-ring. The fragment was said to be about half a
wrist-sized ring. [Not illustrated]
This highly unusual object was perhaps related in type to the heavy arm-ring from the Skaill hoard (GrahamCampbell 1995, 37, 114—15 no. 24, 22 (pi. 37)). The gold arm-rings from Hare island also had animal-head
terminals, as did two silver arm-rings from Co. Cork (Sheehan 1990).

A hoard of silver ingots and two coins from near Dublin (Site B)

Five cut ingot fragments, an Anglo-Saxon penny and a silver Islamic dirham were found over several years on a
field a few miles from Site A. The pieces were all found within an area of 20 metres. The only other Viking-Age
object said to have been found on thefield was a copper-alloy pin with a kidney-shaped head, although there had
been later medieval coins and artefacts. The ingots and coins can reasonably be interpreted as a hoard. The
Samanid dirham and Anglo-Saxon coin, in the context of a mixed hoard, suggest a deposition date in the early to
mid-ninth century.
5. Silver ingot terminal, in the form of an unworked cast bar of sub-rectangular section, with rounded end,
the upper surface dished where it has cooled in an open mould. The severed end has been cleanly cut with a
single blow at a slight angle to the vertical. It has about 18 peck marks or nicks. Width 14 mm, length 36 mm.
Wt 33.44 g. (PI. 1, 5)
6. Silver ingot fragment, in the form of an unworked cast bar of D-section, the upper surface dished where it has
cooled in an open mould. The two severed ends have been partly cut with a single blow slanting outwards and then
broken. No pecks or nicks. Width 16 mm, length (max.) 21 mm. Wt 26.58 g. (PI. 1, 6)
7. Silver ingot fragment, central portion of a cast bar of trapezoidal section, tapering slightly towards one end,
with some sign of possible hammering on the upper surface. The severed ends have been chisel cut and finally
snapped to break them. No peck marks or nicks visible from photograph. Width (max.) 19 mm, length 34 mm.
Wt 39.5 g. (PI. 1, 7)
8. Silver ingot terminal, in the form of an unworked cast bar of sub-rectangular section, with rounded end. The
severed end appears to have been cleanly cut with a single blow. No peck marks or nicks visible from photograph.
Width 18 mm, length 23 mm. Weight 19.2 g. (PI. 1, 8)
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9. Silver ingot terminal, in the form of an unworked cast bar of D-section, with rounded end. The upper surface
either has a blow hole or has been roughly struck with a hammed forming an indent. The severed end has been
chisel cut and finally snapped to break it. No peck marks or nicks visible from photograph. Width 12 mm, length
30 mm. Weight 18.4 g. (PI. 1, 9)
10. A silver dirham, chipped. Said to be Samanid, so probably from the first half of the tenth century. [Not illustrated]
11. A large fragment of an Anglo-Saxon coin. Said to be of the Two-line type, but the ruler and moneyer not identified. It must belong to the bracket c.880-973. [Not illustrated]

Other finds from near Dublin (Site B)

A coin of Offa and a lead weight, possibly Viking-Age, were found in the same field, though not necessarily the
same area. They are unlikely to belong to the silver hoard.
12. A penny of Offa (757-96), light coinage, Portrait type, c. 780-92, London, Ethilwald (Chick 2007, no. 10; Blunt
1961, no. 57), same dies as Chick 2007, 10k. (PI. 1,12)
13. Lead weight, possibly Viking-Age. A short sub-rectangular piece with slightly rounded ends, and dished on the
upper and lower surfaces. Width 11 mm, length (max.) 16 mm. Wt 14.35 g. [Not illustrated]

Other ingot finds from near Dublin (Site C)

Three further ingots and a silver dirham were reputed to have been found at a third location near Dublin, in two
separate fields and at considerable distances from each other so they should probably be classified as singlefinds. Nos 14, 15 and 17 were from one field and no. 16 from the other; location of nos 18 and 19 not given. A
copper-alloy Viking-Age strap-end was also said to have been found in thefirst field.
14. Silver ingot, in the form of an unworked cast bar of trapezoidal section, with rounded ends, roughly cast with
several blow-holes and dished on the upper surface. Possibly one nick or peck-mark. Width 10 mm, length 37 mm.
Wt 19.30 g. (PL 1, 14)
15. Small silver ingot terminal, in the form of an unworked cast bar of D-section, crudely formed with bulbous
end. The severed end has been cleanly cut with a single blow at a slight angle to the vertical. No record of peck
marks or nicks. Width 10 mm (max.), length 13 mm. Wt not recorded. (PI. 1, 15)
16. Silver ingot fragment, in the form of an unworked cast bar of sub-rectangular section, severed at both ends by
a chisel-cut. No pecks or nicks. Width 8 mm, length 15 mm. Wt 7.53 g. (PI. 1,16)
17. A complete silver dirham, said to be Abbasid (hence struck in the mid-eighth to late ninth century, but probably lost in the later ninth or first half of the tenth century), found some 200 metres from no. 14. [Not illustrated]
18. Another small dirham fragment. [Not illustrated]
19. A 'Dublin /Ethelred Helmet type penny; damaged ('about four-fifths remaining'). [Not illustrated]
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